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Of  life's roundness  
 
Sisyphus is the first thing that crosses one's mind when looking at Irena Paskali's 
photographic work. Sisyphus as an allegory for the strapped state of all things mortal brought 
upon them through their routinized rhythmical work, their everyday life. Especially in its 
comprehensive emblematic content the reiteration signifies not only the expressed through 
failure divine punishment for „the most devious of all mortals“, but the conditio humana per 
se. 
Irena Paskali dedicates herself in her work „Stairway“ to the subject of life's roundness, 
especially the way it is expressed in the deliberate and automatic reiterations of everyday 
human actions, events and encounters. Recurrence, so the concept of both photographic series 
clarifies, is always structured through restriction and the central categories for actions and 
encounters present space and time.   
Irena Paskali takes into account the subject's commonality not least by staging it in public 
space. This is symbolically pinnacled through the choice of building – a department store, a 
local court, an opera house – as well as through the focus on the respective building's main 
stairway. The stairway is used for the general symbolization of the actual endeavors 
connected to our daily tasks.   
The arranged figures in these sceneries epitomize typical moments from the life for which 
they stand emblematically. Their arrangement symbolizes general human constellations like 
for instance a wedding, the fight with a friend, the suspense-charged meeting with the lover. 
The human state of mind of these figures is reflected in the expressiveness of the captured 
postures in the time segment, which are condensed in their almost coercive gesture. Their 
design, like for instance evening attire in vivid colors and tuxedos, puts an accent not only on 
these constellations but it also points simultaneously to their routine-made social stereotype.  
Irena Paskali does not only stage these scenes; she  is not only interested in their depiction, 
but she also pervades them reflexively. These reflexion appears again in her aesthetic 
methods.  The scenes taken with a spheron-panorama-camera and fisheye lens seize the 
machine shooting time as a stream materializing itself in the space parameters' extension. The 
room is no longer the room of the central perspective; the objects are no longer recognizable 
in their accustomed visible contours but they are subject to a distortion process under the 
impact of the long shooting time and the multiple exposure. The rooms stretch, they double, 
manifold just as the figures placed in them. Interior views emerge from architectures that do 
not exist in that form in reality. The pictured people lose the distinguishing mark of their 
singularity with the duplication. They become look-alikes, simulacrums, clones. The visible 
duplication symbolizes the inner separation that figures their methaphysical forlornness, 
bereft of all orientation are subject to. The time on site is not limited to capturing the moment 
through the panoramic process; it is not a cut in time, but instead it appears like a smooth 
montage without any intersection traces.  
Irena Paskali culminates these phenomena in the post-production so far that the manifold 
duplications merge at a certain point.  
In the first series, the distorted spaces experience a limitation through the roundness's order 
which is technically imposed from the outside. She frames the proliferating recurrence of the 
pictured distorted objects through the strict formal circle geometry that symbolizes the endless 
repetition. Furthermore, it is framed by the black passepartout's square.  
In contrast, in the second series the accent in the depiction of the endless repetition of actions 
and encounters is put on the process's endless capability in the form of linearity of alignment. 
The observer becomes aware that the panorama can extend further and further.  
The visible pictured objects, both rooms and figures, experience in this process a cancellation 
of the photographic image's index character thus losing their reality effect. They tend strongly 
to abstraction in combination with the geometric alignment and become – to quote Siegfried 
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Kracauer – an ornamen, which makes no secret of its technical origin, – also and especially in 
the sense of technical possibility conditions of digital photography.   
With her work „Stairway“ Irena Paskali manages to strongly irritate accustomed perception 
ways of space, objects, people/figures within these spatial alignments. She challenges the 
traditional concept of reality, conceived in it as determined entity, through technical 
manipulation that releases chronological and spatial parameters – like every so often in her 
works. With her photographic stagings that she arranges and composes with high diligence, 
precision and knowledge especially of human existential conditions she expands this reality 
concept as well as the concept of human placement in the environment and his experience. 
The irritations that Irena Paskali produces with her aesthetic methods on the visual level 
confront the observer with the (illustrated) delimitation of the time-space arrangement and 
create uncertainty and delimitation of the subjective perception. At the same time, they banter 
in their visual power for reflection over the conditions of experiencing the space and the 
environment and finally for awareness of the subjective conditionality and relativity.  
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